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Walmart’s international
business profit falls
due to Flipkart

BENGALURU: The world’s largest retailer
Walmart has said that both gross profit and
operating income in its international business
fell, primarily due to Flipkart where it
acquired 77% stake last year for $16 billion.
Walmart said that its international operating
income fell 38% to $790 million for the first
quarter of the new financial year. Gross profit
rate declined 172 basis points (100bps = 1
percentage point), the company said in a
statement on Thursday.
“A large part of the decline was due to dilution
from Flipkart, which was expected, partially
offset by the deconsolidation of Brazil,” said
Walmart CFO Brett Biggs in a post-results
statement. “The fullyear earnings dilution
related to Flipkart is still in line with
expectations.”Operating income fell by 9.9%
and gross profits 116bps in the previous
quarter ending January, the first full quarter
when Flipkart results were consolidated in its
business.After announcing the acquisition
last year, Walmart had said that it is expected
to incur a loss of $0.60 a share, which
translates into a total loss of $1.8 billion for
the financial year ending on January 31, 2020.
The losses from the Flipkart buyout comes as
Walmart reported its best first quarter in nine
years, with share price of the Bentonvillebased company increasing 3.3%. But the
company continues to be bullish about
prospects in India “I continue to be excited
about the opportunity I see with Flipkart and
PhonePe. I’m impressed with the team and
their ability to innovate for customers with
speed,” added Walmart CEO Doug McMillon
in the statement.
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Notice

It is notiﬁed for the information that my
Original Qualifying Certiﬁcate of One
Year PGDM (Exec) - Operations Mgmt.
2016-17 issued has been lost. Against
which FIR #610/2019 dated 30/04/2019
has been lodged in Thane
Jurisdiction.Name of the candidate:
Selin Sujoy Address: A-103, Devbhakti
CHS, Patlipada, GB Rd., Thane
Contact: 9769630524.
Date: 18/05/2019

PUBLIC NOTICE

We, 1) Gurpreet Singh Sodhi,
age: 36 years, occ: service (2) Heena
Gurpreet Sodhi, age: 33 years, Occ:
service, both R/at: Flat no. 35/102 1St
floor, Indrajeet Chandresh Accord
CHS LTD; opp. Silver Park, MiraBhayandar road, Mira road (east), Tal
& Dist. Thane, do hereby inform that,
we have lost my Sale Agreement
dt.
undesirable
pharmacological
20/04/2006 which was carried out
effects”
as the consumer would
between Mr. Doraiswamy
Shankaren
and
Mr.
GanpattakeNarayan
the formulation, assuming i as
Lokegaonkar bearing registered no.
thetravelling.
earlier composition.
TNN 10-03104-2006 while
We have already purchased the flat
problem is mainly with those
from
Mr.
GanpatThe Narayan
dose combinations
(FDCs) that are
Lokegaonkar having registered
no.
TNN10-4699/2018 onwidely
01/06/2018
used
and
mainly
over-theand are residing at flat no. 35/102,
medications, which may
admeasuring 605 sq.ft. counter
(Built-up), 1st
floor, Indrajeet Chandresh
have Accord
a huge brand recall, experts
CHS LTD; situate at Chandresh
say.Though
Accord Building no. 35,
opp. Silver the practice dates back
Park, Mira-Bhayandarseveral
road, Mira
years, in 2007 the Drugs
road (east), Tal & Dist. Thane; bearing
old survey no. 471(p), Controller
474/5, 475/1, General, worried with
New survey no. 116/p, proliferation
115/5, 118/1.
of irrational drugs,
Hence, those who have claims,
asked
state
regulators to stop
rights, titles, interest and/or any
objections in my property
should
granting
licences to manufacturers
apply or lodge their respective
without his approval
objections if any, withinmaking
a period ofFDCs
15
days from the date of publication
and were no mechanism
since there
inform me on above address in
written. The objections available
received afterto test their efficacy and
a period of 15 days as
mentioned
safety.
(An FDC contains two or
hereinabove, shall not be considered.
more
drugs
combined in a fixed
Date : 18-5-2019
benefit from its value.The issue has
Sd/- ratio of doses, and available in a

Place: Mumbai

PUBLIC NOTICE

Ta k e n o t i c e t h a t L a t e M r.
Sadruddin V. Alvani, a member of
Bushra C.H.S. Ltd. having address
at Panch Marg, Off Yari Road,
Versova, Andheri (West), Mumbai –
400 061 in the said society died on
20/12/2017 his wife Mrs. Daulatben
S. Alvani applied for share transfer
of the said flat into her name.
Society has issued share certificate
no.10, distinctive no. 46 to 50 to
Late Mr. Sadruddin V. Alvani for the
flat no 204, share certificate will be
transferred to Mrs. Daulatben S.
Alvani wife of Mr Sadruddin V.
Alvani. If anybody has any objection
or any claim should contact to the
Undersigned within 15 days from
the date of this announcement
failing which the society will transfer
the said flat to Mrs. Daulatben S.
Alvani.
Sd/Authorised Officer,
For Bushra CHSL,
Mrs. Najma Patel
Contact No - 9819244694
Date: 18/05/2019 Place: Mumbai

Mumbai: Certain widely selling
old household brands may find it
tough to remain on shop shelves if
a government directive is anything
to go by. The government has
ordered state drug controllers not
to allow companies to market drug
formulations in which the
composition has been tweaked,
while retaining the old brand name.
Plugging a legal loophole, the
Drugs Controller General directed
state regulatory authorities on
Thursday to “discourage STEEL
the INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Regd. Office: Plot No. B/8-9, Sector C, Sarora
practice of marketing of drug
Urla Industrial Complex, Raipur 493 221 (C.G.)
Ph.+91-771-4910058, Fax +91-771-4006611,2324401
formulations with changed
E-mail: cs@mahamayagroup.in
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without&changing theWebsite: www.mahamayagroup.in
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Notice is hereby given that pursuant to Regulation 29 (1) (a) read with Regulation
For, Mahamaya Steel Industries Limited
For KRATOS ENERGY &
47 of the SEBI
(Listing
Obligations
and Disclosure
Requirements)
Regulation
2015,
loyalty,
they
should
be
allowed
to
only
misleading,
but
may
result
in
painkillers,
flu medicines and skin
Sd/cough preparation
and
relaunched
INFRASTRUCTURE LIMITED
Sd/Ravindra Gupta
Company Secretary

Jaswinder Kaur Mission
Company Secretary &
Compliance Officer

the Meeting of the Board of Directors of the Company is scheduled to be held on
Wednesday, 29th May, 2019 at 12:30 p.m., inter-alia to consider and adopt Audited
Standalone Financial Results of the company for the quar ter and year ended 31st
March, 2019.
This information is available on the website of the Company at www.dcl.net.in as
well as on the website of the Bombay Stock Exchange at www.bseindia.com
For Dhanlaxmi Cotex Limited
Sd/Date: 20-05-2019
Ramautar Jhawar
Place: Mumbai
(Managing Director)

Sensex rises over 200 points;
Nifty reclaims 11,300

Place : Mumbai
Date: 17th May, 2019

Place : Raipur
Date : 17.05.2019

MUMBAI: The benchmark BSE
sensex jumped over 200 points and
the NSE Nifty reclaimed the 11,300
level in early trade on Friday amid
value-buying in banking, IT and metal
stocks.The 30-share index was
trading 201.24 points, or 0.54 per
cent, higher at 37,594.72. The broader
NSE Nifty was also trading 57.20
points, or 0.51 per cent, up at
11,314.30.In the previous session on
Thursday, the BSE bourse closed
278.60 points, or 0.75 per cent, higher
at 37,393.48; and the Nifty rose
100.10 points, or 0.90 per cent, to
settle at 11,257.10.Top gainers in the
sensex pack include Yes Bank, Bajaj

Finance, Coal India, HDFC,
E W D E NOTICE
LHI: The
Therefore, it could not be
M&M, IndusInd Bank, HUL, TCS NPUBLIC
government
has
decided
to
applied in the Jaypee
and Maruti, rising up to This
3.96is toperinform all the concerned and the public at large that my Client
Shri Vivek Sharad deshpande
is
the owner of Flat
No. 4. in
C/Wing. Anand Deep
back
homebuyers
caught
Infratech
case, where
cent.
No. 4 Co-Op housing Society Ltd Dombivali (E) Dist : Thane. 421202. Area about
650 sq.ft.Builtup. The said
Flat was purchased
by.and
Jaiwant
Hemant Acharya from
insolvency
cases
told
banks
and
financial
On the other hand, Tata
Motors,
M/s L.V.
Patel and company vide agreement for sale dated 17/12/1984 thereafter
the
National
Company
are also
institutions
Jaiwant ONGC
Hemant Acharya sold this flat to Mr. Sharad Dattrya Deshpande vide
Infosys, NTPC, Tata Steel,
agreement for sale datedLaw
27/1/1994.
Mr. Sharad
Dattaraya
Deshpande expired on
Tribunal
(NCLT)
that
creditors.
and HCL Tech fell up26/11/2012.
to 0.91 left
perhis last will dated 29 April 2012 Before that his wife Malati
the onmajority
vote
of son Anil expired
sharad Deshpande was expire
20/11/2011. also
his younger
In case of AMR Infra, the
cent.
on 20/4/2018. As per the direction of last will of late Sharad Dattatraya Deshpande
homebuyers
cast
in
favour
principal bench of
the above said property transferred to the of my Client Vivek Dattatraya
According to traders, value
buying
Deshpande's
name and his
also registeredshould
in the record
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a resolution
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is absolute
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the
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of the
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the
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that
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Aged 48
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voting
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preference of
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whole
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the
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trade.
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in
AMR
Infra,
VERSUS
....PLAINTIFF
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including
the
Smt. Khatijabai
Hssanali (Since deceased)
not known) Adult age )
expected(Fulltorime
be defeated.
Pursuant to Regulation 47 resolutions,
of the SEBI (Listing Obligations
and Disclosure
Requirements)
only buyers1. were
the creditors.

Campa Cola’s revival adds
local fizz to market

TikTok pips FB in JanuaryMarch downloads

result with official Gazzet  Issued by : Nagaland Govt.
saidConfirm
Walmart
CFO Brett Biggs in a postresults statement. “The fullyear earnings
dilution related to Flipkart is still in line

60, Occupation Landlord Residing at Room No.20, 2nd Floor, Tinwala Building )
Yakub Gully, I.R. Road, Mumbai-3.
)
(1a) Naeema All Asgar Adult Age, Occupation Not Known 2nd Floor, Flat No. )
221, "B" Wing, Saifee Bhurhani Park, Anjeer Wadi, Mazagaon, Mumbai-400010. )
(1b) Idris Hassanali Adult Age, Occupation Not Known 2nd Floor, Flat No. 221, )
"B" Wing, Saifee Bhurhani Park, Anjeer Wadi, Mazagaon, Mumbai-400010.
)
2. Smt. Aminabai Abedaali (Since deceased) (Full Name Not Known) Adult
)
age 58, occupation Landlord Residing at 126, Raudat Tahera Street (Dhaboo) )
Street 26, Faiwala Building, 1st Floor, Mumbai 400 003.
)
(2a) Shri Abdeali Abdul Husain Contractor Adult age, Occupation Not Known
)
(2b) Smt Farida Saifuddin Lohadwala Adult age, Occupation Not Known
)
(2c) Smt Munira Shabbir Electricwala Adult age, Occupation Not Known
)
All residing at 1st Floor, 26InRabat
Tahere
India,
theStreet,
appMumbai-400003.
is offering the next )
3. Unknown Other Legal heirs & representatives of the deceased
million
internet
their& Co.126
first social ))
Smt. Atekabai Badruddin C/o.
Hassanali
Tayebaliusers
Paperwala
Raudat Street (Dhaboo Street),
Null Bazar,experience.
Mumbai-400003
)
networking
4. Dinesh Rajaram Mohanlal Kanojia age 48 years Occu. Business
“India is an important market for ))
5. Darmesh Rajaram Mohanlal Kanojia age 46 years Occu. Business.
TikTok
and44 years
we Occu.
constantly
6. Mukesh Rajaram Mohanlal
Kanojia age
Business gather )
7. Brijesh Rajaram Mohanlal
Kanojia age
38 years
Occu. from
Businessour users )
feedback
and
insights
8. Rakesh Rajaram Mohanlal Kanojia age 35 years Occu. Business
)
to enhance
the in-app
experience. We )
9. Ms. Shailesh Rajaram Kanojia
Age-32 years,
Occ: Housewife
will continue
to66build
as a safe )
10. Smt. Saraswati w/o Rajaram
Mohanlal age
years TikTok
Occu. Housewife
Deft. No.4 to 10 all residing at Chawal No.247, Room No.3329, Group No.1, )
and
positive
platform
and
as the )
Tagore Nagar, Vikhroli (E), Mumbai-400 083.
11. Smt. Mahpi Chhaganram
Mali Stall (Shop)
Room
No.2 Azizfor
Building,
preferred
content
platform
creative )
Grd Floor, 1st Pasta Lane S.B.S. Marg, Colaba ,Mumbai 400005.
)
expression,” a TikTok spokesperson
...DEFENDANTS
To,
told TOI.Interestingly, rival Facebook
The Defendant Nos. 1(a), 1(b), 2(a), 2(b), 2(C) and 3, abovenamed,
too
is helping TikTok’s growth as a
WHEREAS, the Plaintiffs abovenamed have instituted the above suit against
focus on individual expression
and who
social
rise29/10/
to
the Defendants
praying
thereinmedia
that it besensation.
declared that“TikTok’s
the Decree dated
2007 passed
inthe
R.A.E. Suit No. 622/1033/2000 and executed by the Defendant
have been seeking an alternative
to
the
top
of
the
charts
is
being
driven
No. 1 to 3 is bad in law and not binding upon the plaintiff and/ or liable to be set
now-defunct Vine (app),” Sensor
aside, andTower
for such other
and furtherby
reliefs,
as prayed in
the Plaint. spend
primarily
aggressive
marketing
You aretold
hereby by
summons
to
file
your
Written
Statement
within 30 days in
from
head (mobile insights) Randy Nelson
(owner) ByteDance particularly
service of summons and to appear before the Hon'ble Judge presiding over Court
TOI.
terms
of app
installCourt
advertising
on itsL. rival
Room No. 20, 4th Floor,
Old Annex
Building,
of Small Causes,
T. Marg,
Mumbai — short400 002, in person or by authorized Pleader duly instructed and able to
Industry trackers said Tik-Tok’s
networks
such
as
Facebook,
Instagram,
answer all material questions relating to suit or who shall be accompanied by
video format, scope for creativity,
and ableetc,”
some other person
to answer
all such
questions
on 10th June,
2019user
at 2.45
Nelson
said.
Facebook’s
new
p.m., to answer the abovenamed Plaintiffs, and as the day fixed for your appearassociated “entertainment
quotient”
has remained
consistent
over totheproance is appointed for growth
the final disposal
of the suit, you
must be prepared
duce allglobally.
your witnessespast
on that
day andquarters,
you are hereby
required
to take notice that
makes it popular among youth
several
he
added.
in default of filling Written Statement, or your appearance on the day before mentioned, the suit will be heard and determined in your absence and you will bring
with you or send by your Pleader, any documents on which intend to rely in support of your defence.
You may obtain the copy of the said Plaint from Court Room No. 20 of this
Court.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this 09th day of April, 2019.
Seal
Sd/Registrar

Regulations, 2015, aforesaid notice can be accessed from the Company’s Website at
www.rosemercltd.com and can also be accessed from the website of the Stock Exchange
i.e. BSE Limited at www.bseindia.com.
For, Rose Merc Limited
Sd/Kirti Savla
Date: May 17, 2019
Managing Director
Place: Mumbai
DIN: 02003878

Walmart’s international
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business profit falls
due to Flipkart
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medication, after an expert panel,
Drug Technical Advisory Board
said they were “irrational and
harmful”.
FDCs comprise around 50% of the
over Rs 1.3-lakh-crore domestic
retail market, but only a few are
“irrational and harmful”.
Medical journal MIMS editor C M
Gulhati, who has championed the
use of safe and rational medicines
over decades, says, “This is a
serious shortcoming in law, is
misleading and deceptive (for
patients), and should not be
allowed. Brand names of
medicines should be registered so
that no company is able to launch a
tweaked formulation, in the same
brand name which existed earlier.
For years, companies have been
using the loophole, removing the
ingredient and relaunching the
combination drug to capitalise on
brand loyalty.”Elaborating, he says
the medicine with ingredient
A+B+C cannot be sold retaining
the same brand name, if its
ingredients undergo a change as
A+B+D.

Government to back homebuyers
caught in insolvency cases

MUMBAI: To the lovers of colas, who missed local brands
that took the place of Coca-Cola when it was forced to leave
Indian shores in 1977, Campa Cola is back. Campa Cola
was created in the 1970s by the same Pure Drinks Group CHENNAI: You may love or hate
that had pioneered the Indian soft drinks industry by
NOTICE
introducing Coca-Cola PUBLIC
in India in 1949.
They were the sole TikTok, but you cannot ignore it. Despite
controversies, the Chinese video sharing
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Ujjivan Small Finance
Bank appoints Nitin
Chugh as MD, CEO
from Dec 1
New Delhi, Ujjivan Small Finance Bank, a
subsidiary of the listed entity Ujjivan
Financial Services, Friday announced the
appointment of Nitin Chugh as its MD and
CEO for a period of three years with effect
from December 1, 2019.The Reserve
Bank of India (RBI) has approved Chugh's
appointment, Ujjivan Financial Services
said in a BSE filing.
"This appointment comes at the end of a
succession planning process undertaken
by the bank as the present tenure of Samit
Ghosh as the MD and CEO of the bank will
conclude on November 30, 2019 (the date
of his attaining the age of 70 years)," the
company said.Ujjivan Financial Services
said the bank's board had proactively
initiated the whole exercise of identifying
the successor to Samit Ghosh well in
advance to enable a smooth transition for
his incoming successor."Chugh will join
the bank by August 2019 as president and
will work closely with Samit Ghosh,
existing MD and CEO, to ensure a smooth
transition. Chugh will take charge of the
position of MD and CEO of the Bank from
December 1, 2019 upon retirement of
Samit Ghosh," Ujjivan Financial Services
added.The requisite approval from the
shareholders of the bank will be obtained
prior to his taking charge.
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or manner, Shall within period 15 days from the publication of this notice, lodge their
objection in writing along with relevant documents to the undersigned at the address
given below or to the society. Further note that if no any legal objection is raised over
the said sale within the stipulated period our client shall complete the formalities and
finalize the transition and there after no any objection or claim of whatsoever nature
or manner will entertained
Date : 17 /5/2019
Sd/Address: Flat No. 205, Sabmati Lokgram,
Adv. SureSh.v. KhArAt
Co-Op. Housing Society Ltd. Kalyan (E.)
AdvocAte HigH court
Dist : Thane. 421006

